Ichi not out
Saturday 24th March I was in Corona my local bar chewing the cud when Saito-san asked if I had
entered the Miya run? This was when I found out Utsunomiya was to finally host a marathon. Having
completed the Tokyo marathon 4 weeks earlier with the ravages of time wearing me thin I considered
saying no, but then Tencho-san the bar owner said he was going to enter the race. This meant I had no
choice but to join in. Last year he ran a 100km off a maximum long run of 18km & me a lean, mean
racing machine merely reduced to donkey derbies. Accompanied by the fact that his wife who hasn’t
run a step in 20 years would also be attempting the MIYA RUN aka The Sweet Run aka Kekii marathon,
there really was no option.
I managed a solitary 20 mile run as my preparation the week prior to the event.
My entry was confirmed 5 days before along with a starting time of 9.27am.

# 10-199 my favourite number – believe me!
It was at this point I was made aware of the staggered start. This was when I realised it was indeed a
run, not a race. One fact everyone was aware of was that the route around the city ring road was
governed by numerous traffic lights and the instruction was to obey the traffic light system.

For everyone you cross there is one to stop you.

Approx 35 stops totaling 25 mins.

On the day of the race Saito-san turned up wearing a fish head and looking more the part than he
possibly intended that said he was first home. Maybe there’s a lesson there…..

Saito-san/ Him / Tencho-san
My group of 20 set off at the allotted time and within 90secs had to stop at the 1st set of lights, for
about a minute. Only 1 minute later without signposts we ground to a halt again. This time to debate
where to go, fortunately enough a passerby pointed us in the right direction. During the next few miles I
noticed another group of runners on the opposite side of the street who must have taken the wrong
turning.

The London Olympic 100m final won’t have this much tension on the start line.
From 1 mile onwards the marshalling was actually pretty good ie/. Go around the ring road.
It took a few miles for the traffic lights to start wearing me down. And then we had cake and ate it –
Oishi!!

9 pit stops for cake in total and as you can see there was no reason to rush.
Here I was running the streets with no name, at a pace barely adequate to constitute a jog and thinking
about the masses in London having anxiety attacks getting to the start on time. 4 marathons in 5
months at a lick under 9’s and getting too comfortable with the feeling of enjoying the ride. In the end
traffic lights every 4-800m starts to grind you down or maybe I saw it as a very long fartlek session.
Finally I got into the swing finding it pleasant to cover the distance knowing you would be awarded the
obligatory certificate without any results being composed. Oh and the goody bay consisted of a
programme which lists all entrants, another bag, mini ramen, a can of alcohol free beer, energy drink, a
bag of wine gums and a partridge in a pear tree.

Having crossed the finish line and reported on my favourite sweet of the 9 I was asked if I wanted to
participate next year? I said of course, “I’m an ever present.”

